DESCRIPTION
The gobo rotator shall provide single gobo operation in bi-directional rotation between 0.25-20rpm and accept an 'M' size metal or glass gobo. The rotator shall be designed to fit in the gobo gate or iris slot of the ETC Source4 Junior ellipsoidal fixture. The rotator shall provide a choice of adjustable motion effects. The rotator shall be designed to operate in stand alone mode from a 15VDC power supply. The rotator shall be equipped with a diagnostic section on the LED display showing power, data signal and level presence.

FEATURES
- Fits the ETC Source 4 Junior fixture
- Operates with a single gobo
- Designed primarily for stand alone effects projection
- Variable speed, bi-directional 0.25-20RPM standard rotation
- Adjustable dynamic effects include:
  - tick-tock
  - pendulum
  - shimmer
  - accelerate
  - decelerate
  - fire
  - water
  - rotate-pause
  - shake-pause
- Supplied complete with a separate 100-240VAC power supply
- Dedicated remote speed control available
- Plug and Play
- Ultra quiet

ORDERING INFORMATION
CHGR1FX: Chroma-Q Junior FX Gobo Rotator

OVERALL SPECIFICATIONS
- Net dimensions:
  - Width (A): 79mm / 3.1"
  - Height (B): 252mm / 10"
  - Depth overall (C): 66mm / 2.6"
  - Depth body (D): 9mm / 0.4"
- Net weight: 0.8kg / 1.8lbs
- Shipping dimensions:
  - Width: 135mm / 5.3"
  - Height: 315mm / 12.4"
  - Depth: 90mm / 3.5"
- Shipping weight: 1.2kg / 2.6lbs
- Gobo size: M
- Suitable for: ETC Source 4 Junior
- Speed range: 0.25-20rpm
- Colour: Black
- Power: 100-240VAC, 50-60Hz
- Power connector: IEC chassis male

separate PSU supplied with unit